
 

 

 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

CELEBRITIES SHARE THEIR FITNESS SECRETS TO 
CELEBRATE THE LAUNCH OF CLEO FITNESS 

 
 

18 DECEMBER, 2014  
 
Australia’s hottest female celebrities and sport stars have shared their workout secrets to 

celebrate the launch of CLEO Fitness; Bauer Media’s all new quarterly, 40-page mini 

magazine, free with the January issue of CLEO.  

Covering the hottest gym gear, the tastiest healthy recipes, and new fitness tips and tricks 

that deliver results, CLEO Fitness will provide young Australian women with a fresh burst of 

inspiration for the mind, body and workout wardrobe.  

On the first issue of CLEO Fitness, Editor-in-Chief, Lucy Cousins said, “This summer we are 
so excited to be expanding CLEO’s health and fitness content, providing our readers and 
advertisers with a dedicated health and wellbeing magazine that offers new, practical and 
fun fitness and wellbeing alternatives, something that is increasingly important to our 
readers.” 
 
“The first issue is one not to miss with some of Australia’s fittest women, including actress / 

model Jodi Anasta, Channel V presenter, Carissa Walford, model, Samantha Harris, former 

Miss Universe, Laura Dundovic and Aussie pro surfer, Sally Fitzgibbons sharing their 

workout secrets and how they manage to keep it up day in, day out.” 

Issue one of CLEO Fitness with actor / model, Jodi Anasta on the cover is on sale with 
CLEO magazine this coming Monday, and includes a free 30 day gym pass (worth $99) 
along with a chance to win a $2000 workout wardrobe from The Iconic. 
 

Also in the January issue of CLEO: 

 Jesinta Campbell on success, Buddy and the secret to those curves 

 A special 12-page 2015 Astro Guide  

 The ultimate guide to 12 months of great sex?   

 Plus, we showcase Australia’s hottest male athletes  
 

-Ends- 

 

 

 



  

For more information please contact:  
 
Lucy Cousins, CLEO Editor-in-Chief 
(T) 02 9282 8415 (E) lcousins@bauer-media.com.au 

 
Luke Robinson, Trade Marketing Manager 

(T) 02 9282 8943 (E) lrobinson@bauer-media.com.au 

 
About Bauer Media: Australia’s leading multi-platform magazine publisher 

Bauer Media publishes 60-plus magazines in Australia, with 40 audited titles selling over 60 million copies each 
year. They include some of the longest-running and most successful mastheads such as the country’s biggest-
selling monthly magazine, The Australian Women’s Weekly, Australia’s number one weekly magazine, Woman’s 
Day, Dolly, NW, TV Week, Cleo, Cosmopolitan, Australian Gourmet Traveller, Australian House & Garden, Zoo 
Weekly, Top Gear Australia and Wheels. Integral to the company’s success are vibrant, information-packed 
reader websites, mobile apps and social media platforms. Bauer Media currently produces digital editions for 47 
of its Australian titles. Bauer Custom Media leads the way in creating branded editorial content for major clients 
including Telstra, Qantas and Myer. For more information visit http://bauer-media.com.au 
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